In the experiments reported here, perceived speaker identity was controlled by manipulating the fundamental frequency (F0) range of carrier phrases in which speech tokens were embedded. In the first experiment, words from two "hood"-"hud" continua were synthesized with different F0. The words were then embedded in synthetic carrier phrases with intonation contours which reduced perceived speaker identity differences for test items with different F0. The results indicated that when perceived speaker identity differences were reduced, the effect of F0 on vowel identification was also reduced. Experiment 2 indicated that when items presented in carrier phrases are matched for speaker identity and F0 with items in isolation, there is no effect for presentation in a carrier phrase. Experiment 3 involved the presentation of vowels from the "hood"-"hud" continuum in two different intonational contexts which were judged to have been produced by different speakers, even though the F0 of the test word was identical in the two contexts. There was a shift in identification as a result of the intonational context which was interpreted as evidence for the role of perceived identity in vowel normalization. Overall, the experiments suggest that perceived speaker identity is a better predictor of vowel normalization effects than is intrinsic F0. This indicates that the role of F0 in vowel normalization is mediated through perceived speaker identity.
INTRODUCTION
Of all of the hearer's accomplishments in perceiving speech, one of the most important is the ability to adjust to different talkers. In addition to adjusting to differences in dialect and idiosyncratic aspects of articulation, hearers must adjust to physical differences among talkers. This aspect of adjusting to different talkers, which has been called vocal tract normalization or simply normalization, is the focus of this paper. The results of three experiments which examine the role of perceived speaker identity in fundamental frequency (F0) normalization of vowels are reported here. These experiments suggest that the perceived identity of the speaker plays a crucial role in vowel normalization. The first section of the paper is a review of the literature. In the second section the results of two pretests are reported. Next, the normalization experiments are described, and, finally, their bearing on vowel normalization theories is discussed. Following Ainsworth (1975) and Nearey (1989) , we canidentify two types of information which are used in perceptual vowel normalization. Syllable internal properties such as F0 and the frequencies of higher formants play a role in perceptual normalization (Syrdal and Gopal, 1986; Sussman, 1986; Traunmiiller, 1981 ) . This intrinsic information is potentially useful in perceptual normalization because it is relatively stable for a given talker (as compared with the first two formants). In addition to intrinsic information, syllable external properties such as vowel formant range in a preceding context are also used in perceptual normalization (Ladefoged and Broadbent, 1957; Ainsworth, 1975; Nearey, 1989) . Such extrinsic information is also useful for normalization because it provides a frame of reference for the perceptual evaluation of F 1 and F 2.
I. THEORIES OF VOWEL
Additionally, in order to describe the different theories of normalization that have been proposed, it is necessary to distinguish two roles that normalization information (intrinsic or extrinsic) may play in perceptual normalization.
The two views on the role of intrinsic and extrinsic information in normalization will be called direct and indirect theories of vowel normalization. In a direct theory, it is posited that normalization information is used directly in the construction of perceptual representations of vowels. For instance, in Syrdal and Gopal's (1986) view the proper representation of a vowel is composed of the Bark differences between the F 1 and F0, F 3 and F 2, and F 2 and F 1. So, using the classifications outlined here, this is a direct theory; Syrdal and Gopal posit that F0 (intrinsic information) is used directly in constructing the representation of the vowel. The alternative to direct theories are theories which posit that normalization information is used indirectly in perceptual normalization. For instance, Nearey's (1978) At the other extreme is the extrinsic indirect approach to vowel normalization. This type of theory is described by Nearey (1989) Although less common than the "pure" theories, other combinations of information and process have been proposed. For instance, Broadbent and Ladefoged (1958) proposed a direct mechanism (adaptation level theory, Helson, 1964) to explain the role of context (extrinsic information) in vowel normalization. In the classifactory scheme adopted here, this theory is an extrinsic direct theory because it posits that vowel representations are directly affected by extrinsic information. Fujisaki and Kawashima (1968) described what may be interpreted as an intrinsic indirect theory. Their experiments involved the manipulation of intrinsic information exclusively, but they introduced the paper with a discussion of the role of pitch and higher formants in perceived speaker identity. In their view, as opposed to the view of Potter and Steinburg (1950) and others who adopt an intrinsic direct approach, syllable internal information serves as a cue to speaker identity and so affects vowel perception indirectly.
In addition to approaches which focus on a single source of information (intrinsic or extrinsic) and a single perceptual role for that information (direct or indirect), there have also been suggestions involving combinations of information and/or processes. For instance, if the geometric mean of F0 used in Miller's (1989) approach is taken from surrounding context as well as from the vowel, this theory would then involve both extrinsic and intrinsic information in a direct normalization process. Another way that both intrinsic and extrinsic information might be used in direct normalization involves the postulation of two processes which modify vowel representations--one, the contextual mechanism proposed by Broadbent and Ladefoged (1958) Finally, Slawson (1968) found that both perceived vowel quality and perceived musical timbre are influenced by changes in intrinsic fundamental frequency and higher resonances. Since the shifts in perceived vowel quality were not as great as the formant shifts found in speech production data, he suggested that perceptual vowel normalization is accomplished by a combination of the intrinsic direct mechanism found to operate both in speech and music perception, and indirect use of intrinsic information (p. 100).
Empirical data suggest that both intrinsic and extrinsic information are used in vowel normalization. Studies by Miller (1953) (Ainsworth, 1975, and Nearey, 1989) have found that extrinsic information (specifically, the vowel formant range indicated by precursor vowels) has a greater effect on perceived vowel quality than does intrinsic information such as F0 or higher formants. Experiment 1 involved the presentation of tokens from a "hood"-"hud" continuum in carrier phrases with intonational contours which sounded like they had been produced by the same talker, even though the F0 of the test word was, in one contour, 150 Hz and, in the other, 100 Hz. The experiment, thus, avoided confounding perceived speaker identity with F0. Experiment 2 addressed the question of whether simply embedding test words in an intonational context affects vowel identification behavior independently from the F0 or perceived speaker identity of the tokens. This experiment also tested whether it is possible to predict the degree of vowel normalization from perceived speaker identity. Experiment 3 involved the presentation of the "hood"-"hud" continuum in carrier phrases that were judged to have been produced by different talkers, while the F0 of the test word was identical in the two phrases.
Two pretests were conducted to determine the perceived speaker characteristics of a series of intonational contours, and the results of the pretests were used to select contours for the vowel identification experiments. The next section reports the results of these pretests.
II. PRETESTS
The stimuli used in experiments 1-3 were designed to contrast perceived speaker identity in certain ways. In order 
I. Subjects
Ten undergraduate students (seven males, three females) from Indiana University served as subjects in the experiment. Each subject participated in a single 1-h session and received partial course credit for their participation. They were all native speakers of American English and reported no history of speech or hearing disorders.
Materials
Sixteen versions of the phrase "This is hood" were synthesized (using the Klatt, 1980 
Procedure
The experiment was conducted on-line on a PDP 11/34 computer at Indiana University. Tokens were played at 10 kHz and low-pass filtered at 4.8 kHz, and presented binaurally over matched and calibrated TDH-39 headphones at a peak SPL of 85 dB. Subjects were run in groups of up to six at a time, and reaction time as well as response data were collected. Labels for the response buttons used by subjects were displayed on a CRT at eye level, and the response to button association was switched for successive blocks of trials.
Subjects were asked to judge the relative identity of the speakers of the tokens in a fixed-standard AX-discrimination task. In this task one token is chosen as a standard against which the other tokens are judged. The subject's task is to decide whether the X token had been produced by the same talker who had produced the A (standard) token. The standard was always presented before the test token. For both the carrier phrases and the isolated syllables, the stan- In addition to this overall pattern, there were some very large differences between subjects which indicate that subjects adopted different strategies for the task. For instance, one subject classified all of the isolated syllables as having been produced by different talkers unless the F0 of the item was 150 Hz (identical with the standard). For this subject the task was essentially a pitch matching task at which he was very successful. At the opposite extreme another subject classified all of the isolated syllables as having been produced by the same speaker. For this subject the task may have been one of identifying vocaltract characteristics or speaker voice source differences which were not present in the tokens. All subjects exhibited the same pattern of results for the carrier phrases (with varying degrees of internal consistency and bias).
The tokens which were chosen for experiments 1-3 had the following properties. The tokens used in experiment 1 contrasted vowels with F0 of 100 and 150 Hz in the test word (the item itself for isolated syllables or the last word in the carrier phrase). For isolated syllables, this contrast resulted in a large difference in perceived speaker identity (only 16% "same" responses), while, when the contrast was between a carrier phrase with a rising contour which ended in 150 Hz and a carrier phrase with a falling contour which ended in 100 Hz, the perceived speaker identities were quite similar (72% "same" responses). The tokens used in experiment 2 had roughly equal perceived speaker identity differences. The contrast between isolated syllables with F0's of 150 and 130 Hz (50% "same" responses) was about the same as the contrast between a rising intonational contour which ended at 150 Hz and a falling intonational contour which ended at 130 Hz ( 39% "same" responses). The cartier phrase tokens used in experiment 3 (isolated tokens were not used in experiment 3) were judged to have been produced by the same speaker only 13% of the time, although they had identical final F 0 ( 150 Hz).
III. LABELING EXPERIMENT
To further evaluate the perceived speaker identities of the tokens, a labeling experiment was performed. In this experiment subjects were asked to label each of the tokens used in the fixed-standard AX-discrimination task as either "male" or "female" and as either "big" or "small." Results of this task were then compared with the discrimination task.
A. Method
Subjects
Twenty-one undergraduate students (15 males, 6 females) from Indiana University served as subjects in the experiment. Each subject participated in a single 1-h session and received partial course credit for their participation. They were all native speakers of American English and reported no history of speech or hearing disorders. One group of subjects (seven males, four females) labeled the isolated syllables, and one group (eight males, two females) labeled the carrier phrases.
Materials
The same synthetic tokens which were used in the previous experiment were used in this experiment.
phrases were judged to cover a smaller range of possible values of speaker size (ranging from 1.19-2.59) than were the items in isolation (1.05-3.1). This leads to the prediction that in a discrimination task the carrier phrases will have smaller differences in perceived speaker identity than will the items in isolation. If anything, the results of the discrimination experiment show the opposite result, fewer "same" responses when comparing carrier phrases than when isolated syllables. It may be that the full specification of pitch range in the carrier phrases (each item had both high and low F0) led to a more fully specified representation of the speaker. This assumption can explain how the cartier phrases could be judged in the labeling task to span a smaller range of speaker sizes while still showing less similarity between the perceived speaker identities in the discrimination task. Note, also, in Fig. 3 (b) The equipment used to run this experiment was the same as that used in the previous experiment. Each item was presented ten times, with order of presentation random. Subjects were asked to label each stimulus as "male" or "female" and then, based on their judgment of the talker's gender, to label the stimulus as "big" or "small." Data were then transformed into a four-point scale (called here a "speaker-size index"): 1 = big male, 2 = small male, 3 = big female, and 4 = small female. do not correctly predict which item with a falling intonational contour would be judged as most similar to the rising intonational contour which was used as the standard in the discrimination task. Based on the labeling data, we would predict that the falling contour which ends with an F0 of 120 Hz will be most similar to the rising contour [ the horizontal line in Fig. 3 (b) ], when actually the token judged as most similar to the rising contour was the one that ended at 100 Hz. In general, the discrimination data could be better predicted by the labeling data if the speaker-size index for the rising contour were lower by about 0.25 on the speaker-size index scale. This discrepancy between the labeling and discrimination data may have resulted from a difference in the rate of occurrence of the rising intonational contour in the two experiments. In the discrimination experiment, the rising contour served as the fixed standard and so occurred equally as often as the falling contours (half of the tokens in the experiment had rising contours and half had falling contours). In the labeling experiment, the rising contour occurred once in every 16 trials. This difference in rate of occurrence may have led to a difference in strategy. If, in the labeling task, subjects gave relatively greater weight to the F0 of the final word in each contour (a strategy which would have given a correct indication of overall pitch range in 15 out of 16 trials), they would have ended up with higher speaker-size index scores for the rising contour than if they had given equal weight to the entire phrase. Speaker-size scores for the first trial for each token (presumably before the adoption of this strategy) indicate that this explanation is correct. The speaker-size index for the first occurrence of the falling intonational contour which ended at 100 Hz (averaged across ten listeners) was 1.3, while the score for the rising intonational contour (which ended at 150 Hz) was 1.5. Scores from the first trials for the falling contours which ended at 130 and 150 Hz were 2.1 and 2.6, respectively. Thus the discrepancy between the labeling and discrimination data seems to be the result of a difference in listening strategy.
B. Results

Results
In summary, these pretests have shown that intonational contexts can be used to modify perceived speaker identity. Discrepancies between the voice labeling and discrimination tasks have been attributed to ( 1 ) different degrees of speaker specification (contours provide more speaker information than isolated words) and (2) differences in listening strategy which seem to be related to differences in the rate of occurrence of falling and rising intonational contours in the two experiments. Although factors which affect perceived speaker identity are of inherent interest, the experiments discussed here were designed primarily to evaluate 'the perceived speaker characteristics of the tokens used in a set of vowel normalization experiments. It is to these experiments in isolation did, but did not differ as much in terms of the perceived identity of the speaker; therefore, these tokens provide a test of the hypothesis that intrinsic F0 is used directly in vowel normalization because F0 in these tokens is not confounded with perceived speaker identity.
IV. EXPERIMENT 1
The fact that there is perceptual evidence indicating that both intrinsic and extrinsic information are involved in perceptual normalization seems to require a model in which both types of information play a role; however, the evidence A. Method
Subjects
Twenty undergraduate psychology students at Indiana University (5 males, 15 females) served as subjects in the experiment. They received partial course credit for their par-ticipation. All subjects reported no history of speech or hearing disorder, were naive to the purpose of the experiment, and participated in a single 1-h session. 
Procedure
The experiment was conducted on-line using a PDP 11/34 computer at the Speech Research Laboratory at Indiana University. Tokens were played at 10 kHz and lowpass filtered at 4.8 kHz, and presented binaurally over matched and calibrated TDH-39 headphones at a peak SPL level of 85 dB. Subjects were run in groups of up to six at a time, and reaction time as well as response data were collected. Labels for the response buttons used by subjects were displayed on a CRT at eye level, and the association between response categories and buttons was switched on successive blocks of tokens.
Half of the subjects heard the isolated tokens and half responded to the tokens in intonational context. Each token (or token in its carrier phrase) was presented ten times, and the order of presentation was randomized. A between-subjects design was used with presentation type as the grouping variable. Each subject responded to 140 presentations (7 tokens X 2 F0 levels X 10 repetitions). Table   I ) items were presented in isolation than when the test words were presented in context. This interaction (PRESENTA-TION TYPEXF0) was significant [F(1,18)= 10.04, p<0.01]. The three way interaction (FOXPRESENTA-TION TYPEXTOKEN) was not significant (F= 1.37).
B. Results and discussion 3 The vowel identification data (Fig. 5) were analyzed in a repeated-measures analysis of variance. The between-subjects factor was PRESENTATION TYPE (items in isolation versus items in intonational context) and the withinsubjects factors were TEST WORD F0 (high = 150 hz versus low = 100 hz) and TOKEN NUMBER (see
Means (averaged across tokens) and standard deviations of the percent "hood" responses are presented in Table  II . The values in this table make it possible to estimate the relative magnitude of an effect which can be attributed to an indirect normalization process. A HL is the difference between the high and low F0 conditions. As indicated in the table, this difference was reduced when the difference in perceived speaker identity was reduced. Note, however, that in the pretest the two contours used in this experiment were not judged to be the "same" speaker 100% of the time, and so some of the shift seen for the items in carrier phrases may be attributable to some residue of difference in perceived speaker identity. This is also indicated in the results of the speaker identity labeling experiment [ see Fig. 3 (b) ]. The degree of boundary shift for items in carrier phrases was calculated in terms of %F 1 shift per doubling of F0. 
V. EXPERIMENT 2
It is possible that the effect for presentation type found in experiment 1 involves something other than perceived speaker identity. It may be that the perception of a vowel Subjects identified vowels from "hood"-"hud" continua which were synthesized at steady-state F0 levels of 130 and 150 Hz. Isolated syllables with these F0's were classified in the first pretest as having been produced by the same speaker 50% of the time. The tokens were also presented in intonational contexts which had been classified (in the pretest) as having been produced by the same speaker 39% of the time. Thus, in this experiment, we expected the contribution of perceived speaker identity difference to be roughly equal for the two presentation conditions, and of course, we expected the contribution of F0 differences to be the same whether the tokens are presented in isolation or in a phrase. Based on the results of experiment 1 the following predictions were possible: (1) Since speaker identities are roughly equal in the two presentation conditions, we predicted that the degree of shift due to changing F0 would be roughly the same whether the items are presented in an intonational context or in isolation, and (2) since both presentation types included speaker differences as well as F0 differences, we predicted that the degree of shift in F 1 boundary, as a function ofF0 doubling, would be greater in this experiment than was the shift in F 1 boundary for the items in carrier phrases in experiment 1 (where speaker differences were reduced to a minimum).
A. Method
The experimental design and procedure were identical to those in experiment 1. Instead of using tokens synthesized with F 0 of 100 and 150 Hz (with their respective intonational contours), the tokens used in this experiment were synthesized with F0 of 130 and 150 Hz. These intonational contours are shown in Fig. 6 . The subjects (8 males and 12 females) were native American English speaking students at Indiana University. They had no reported history of speech or hearing problems. Fifteen of the subjects received partial course credit for their participation, and five were paid a small sum for participating. Ten subjects identified the vowels in isolated syllables, and ten subjects identified the vowels in carrier phrases. Table III shows these data. Comparing Table  III with Table II (results of experiment vowel identification functions. Note, however, that the direction of the shift in the carrier phrase condition is actually the opposite of that which would be predicted from the labeling data in Fig. 3(b) , although the difference in perceived speaker identity shown in Fig. 3 (b) between the rising and falling contours used in this experiment was quite small. The 50% crossover boundaries in the functions for high and low F0 (averaged over presentation type) correspond to values off 1 of 535.8 and 517.9 Hz for the high and low F0 continua, respectively. Expressed relative to the degree ofF0 shift in this experiment this F 1 shift corresponds to a 22.5% increase in F 1 boundary per doubling of F0. This value is markedly greater than the degree of shift found for the items in carrier phrases in experiment 1 and conforms to the predictions of a model of in which intrinsic F0 is used indirectly in vowel normalization.
The fact that there was no interaction of presentation type and F0 in this experiment indicates that the data in experiment 1 for the items presented in carrier phrases reflect the operation of a process sensitive to perceived speaker identity and not simply an effect of presentation type.
VI. EXPERIMENT 3
In the final experiment, subjects identified vowels from the "hood"-"hud" continuum which were synthesized in carrier phrases which had intonational contours that had identical F 0 on the test word, even though the items sounded like they had been produced by different speakers (a high- predict that there will be a shift in vowel identification such that vowels produced by the higher-pitched voice will be identified more often as "hood" than will the vowels produced by the lower-pitched voice.
Subjects
Nine (five female, four male) undergraduate psychology students at Indiana University served as subjects. The subjects had not participated in the previous experiments and were naive as to the purposes of the study. They all reported no history of speech or hearing disorder, were native speakers of American English, and received partial course credit for their participation.
Materials
The "hood"-"hud" vowel continuum which was used in experiments 1 and 2 was also used in this experiment. The 
Procedure
The procedure was identical to that used in experiments 1 and 2 except that there was not a manipulation of presentation type. Only items in carrier phrases were presented.
B. Results and discussion
The results of experiment 3 are shown in Fig. 9. A The degree of shift in identification in this experiment (7.6% "hood" responses) is smaller than might have been expected from the results of experiment 1 and the first pretest. In experiment 1, the difference between the % "hood" responses to isolated test words and the % "hood" responses to the items in carrier phrases was 36.7%, and since, in the first pretest, the degree of perceived speaker identity difference between the intonational contours used in this experiment was roughly equal to the degree of perceived speaker identity difference between the isolated tokens used in experiment 1, we would expect that the degree of shift in this experiment would be about the same as the reduction of the boundary shift found in experiment 1 (AA HL in Table II) . This difference in results could have two explanations. First, it may be that the measure of perceived speaker identity used in the first pretest was not a sufficiently accurate measure of the perceived difference between talkers. Second, it is possible that the tokens in isolation in experiment 1 were subject to a contrast effect which was not present, or not as large, in the carrier phrases. 4
The data of experiment 3 are directly analogous to the data reported by Ladefoged and Broadbent (1957) 
A. Summary and implications
In experiment 1, it was found that when differences in perceived speaker identity were reduced (by embedding vowel tokens in carrier phrases), the degree of shift in vowel identification corresponding to a shift in F0 was reduced.
There was a "residue" shift in the identification functions for the carrier phrase items, which may be due to a direct involvement of F0 in vowel representations or to incomplete elimination of differences in perceived speaker identity. The results of this experiment seem to indicate that the role of intrinsic F0 in vowel normalization is indirect, serving as a cue for speaker identity. In this interpretation, when the informational content of intrinsic F0 is modified by altering the pitch range of a carrier phrase, the impact of that information on vowel normalization is modified.
In experiment 2, it was found that when differences in perceived speaker identity were roughly matched for carrier phrases and isolated syllables, the degree of shift was about the same in the two conditions. This result was taken to indicate that intrinsic and extrinsic F0 play the same role in vowel normalization because there was no difference between the perception of vowels in isolated syllables and vowels in carrier phrases when perceived speaker identity was controlled.
Experiment 3 demonstrated that when intrinsic F0 is held constant and perceived speaker identity is varied, a shift in vowel identification occurs. The similarity between experiment 3 and the experiment reported by Ladefoged and Broadbent (1957) , in view of the fact that vowel formants in the precursor phrases in experiment 3 were not altered, seems to indicate that vowel formant changes in a precursor phrase influence normalization indirectly, through perceived speaker identity.
Overall, the data reported here are consistent with models of vowel normalization in which both intrinsic and extrinsic information play an indirect role. Slawson's (1968) suggestion that intrinsic F0 influences vowel categorization both directly and indirectly is also consistent with these data (provided extrinsic information is also taken into account). In addition to these data, the data reported by Mullennix et al. (1989) suggest that intrinsic information is used indirectly in normalization. They found that words were less accurately recognized when the identity of the talker was varied from trial to trial (as opposed to trials blocked by talker). These data can be explained if we assume that hearers construct a representation of the talker in the process of auditory word recognition. This representation would be less accurate in the case where talker identity varies from trial to trial, and thus the probability of incorrect word recognition will increase. (The suggestion, mentioned in the discussion of the pretests above, that carrier phrases more fully specify the identity of the talker is relevant to this argu- of speaker identity (speaker-size index and speaker similarity judgments) were calculated (Pearson product moment r). These correlations were compared with the correlation between the identification data and the F0 differences of the stimuli. These correlations are shown in Table IV. As indicated in the table, differences along the speakersize index were most highly correlated with the degree of shift found in the vowel identification experiments (accounting for 82% of the variance). This correlation is shown in Fig. 10 . When the differences in F0 were used to predict the identification data, only 42% of the variance could be accounted for, and likewise, the correlation between the degree of perceived talker similarity (as measured in the fixedstandard AX-discrimination pretest) and the identification data was low (24% of the variance accounted for). The perceived speaker similarity pretest gave qualitatively correct predictions (as has been emphasized throughout this paper), but it fails to predict the magnitudes of the shifts in identification. The results of experiment 3 are not predicted very well by either measure of perceived speaker identity.
The results of this correlation analysis are consistent •This descriptive framework was suggested by T. Nearey in comments on an earlier version of this paper. 2 In this transcription system H and L stand for relatively high and low F0 levels, respectively, and a starred tone indicates a pitch accent (in this case the accent for the nuclear stress oh "this"), the percent symbol indicates that the tone is a "boundary tone," and the unmarked H or L is used to indicate a "phrase accent"--a tone which occurs after a nuclear accent and fills up the time until the phrase boundary. The intonation contours used here are the normal patterns for a simple statement (in the case of the falling contour) or question (rising contour) in American English. times to the items in context were on average faster than to the items in isolation and were undifferentiated across the continuum (no difference between ambiguous and unambiguous items). This conforms to the prediction of Egan (1948) that context serves to allow subjects to prepare for a response. The lack of differentiation between items in the continuum can then be interpreted as a floor effect. Since these considerations do not help in separating the hypotheses under consideration no further analysis of reaction time data was performed. It is likely that the magnitude of the F0 effect for the isolated condition is increased by a contrast effect (Johnson, 1990 ). In Johnson (1990) I report the results of two experiments which demonstrate the existence of a quite large contrast effect in F0 normalization for tokens presented in isolation and suggest that this contrast effect is a contrast in perceived speaker identity.
